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The inflators of the ALF Tronik TS line are electronic, preset units to correct the tyre
pressure. They have been developed especially for the use at petrol stations. The models
of this line can be used to inflate passenger car tyres (max. set pressure 5bar) as well as
truck tyres (max. set pressure 10bar).

The appealing design and the user friendly
alignment of the illuminated pushbuttons make
the operation very easy. The set pressure values
are easy to read on the two large, illuminated LC-
displays even in bad lighting conditions. The
pictograms which are aligned on the right side
serve as a brief instruction and guide you step by
step through the operation.

PETROL STATION

Pedestal unit

Technical data:

Maximum inflation pressure: 10 bar
Display range: 0 - 10 bar
Display range changeable between bar/psi
Reading accuracy: 0.1 bar
Tolerance: < 0.08 bar
Power supply: 230 V 50/60 Hz
IP rating: IP 54
Temperature: -10 to +50 °C
Powder-coated pedestal with anti-corrosive protection (RAL 9006 white aluminium) 
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Extra equipment:

Coin validator
Water connection and/or air connection for ALF® Klassik analog or digital

Approx. dimensions:

Width: 30 cm
Height: 152 cm
Depth: 24 cm
Weight: 20 kg

Order no.: 200 510 (can be calibrated)

Standard equipment:

Powder-coated stainless steel housing (RAL 7016 anthracite grey)
Fixing bracket for wall mounting
Display of set and actual pressure on two easy to read LC-displays with 30 mm digit height and
background lighting
Illuminated pushbuttons, also easy to operate in bad lighting conditions (only one pushbutton
illuminates with workshop version)
Audible and visual display when inflation is completed
Maximum inlet pressure 16 bar (not with ALF - Tronik 3000)
Fault tracing via displayed error codes
8 m inflating hose with specially curved twin hold-on connector, also suitable for valves that are
difficult to access; hose holder included (not for ALF - Tronik 3000 and OEM)
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